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1.0  Prayer of the petitioner in M.P No.12 of 2021 

a)  To approve to continue to collect the O&M Charges for the 

Maintenance of Bays provided to the intra-state Fossil fuel based  

generators for interfacing their generating units with TANTRANSCO 

Grid at the rate of 1% of the capital cost of the bay in the year of 

commissioning with an escalation of 4% per annum in the subsequent 

years upto 08-04-2014 and with an annual escalation of 5.72% per 

annum from 09-04-2014 as in (Per) CH TANTRANSCO Proceedings 

No.305 (Technical Branch) dated 23-12-2017 

b) To fix necessary rental charges (charges per sq. ft) towards the 

spaces provided for the bays erected exclusively for the private 

generators for evacuation of their power generation. 

 

2.0   Case in brief:  

2.1The Tamil Nadu Transmission Corporation Ltd. (TANTRANSCO) is a 

Transmission Licensee under the provisions of the Electricity Act, 

2003 engaged in the business of transmitting electricity from the 

various generating stations to the load centres. The operations and 

maintenance of transmission lines and substations by it is an integral 

part of such functions and therefore it should be permissible for it to 

collect operation and maintenance (O&M) charges from the Fossil fuel 
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based generators for the Maintenance of Bays and Associated 

Equipments at the Transmission Utilities Sub-Stations.  

 

2.2The Commission approved the transmission tariff to be paid to the 

TANTRANSCO by the users after determining its Annual Revenue 

Requirement. But, the operation and maintenance charges to be 

collected from the private generators for the Maintenance of Bays and 

Associated Equipments at the Transmission Utilities (TANTRANSCO) 

Sub-Stations, for the benefit of the private generators have not been 

separately determined by the Commission, so far. However, the 

TANTRANSCO, had prescribed payment of O & M charges at 1.00% of 

the capital cost of the infrastructure with 5.72% escalation every 

year, by the IPPs, HT and EHT consumers, towards maintenance of 

the dedicated transmission lines and terminalbays in accordance with 

the Sub-Regulation (8) of Regulation 25 of TNERC (Terms and 

Conditions for Determination of Tariff Regulations, 2005which is 

extracted below: 

“In respect of the Transmission System declared under commercial operation on or 

after notification of these regulations, the base operation and maintenance expenses 

shall be fixed at 1% of the capital cost (as admitted by the Commission), in the year 
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of commissioning and shall be subject to an annual escalation of 4% per annum for 

the subsequent years”. 

 

2.3 Subsequently, the annual escalation of 4% has been amended to 

5.72% vide Commission’s notification No. TNERC/TR/5/2-11, dated 

13.03.2014, which has come into force from the date of notification in 

the Tamil Nadu Gazette i.e. 9th April 2014. 

2.4Accordingly, the TANTRANSCO has approved vide (Per) CH 

TANTRANSCO Proceedings No.305 (technical Branch) dated 

23.12.2017 to collect the annual operation and maintenance charges 

for the bays provided to the intra state Fossil fuel based generators for 

interfacing their generating units with TANTRANSCO Grid at the rate of 

1% of the capital cost of the bay in the year of commissioning with an 

escalation of 4% per annum in the subsequent years upto 08.04.2014 

and with an annual escalation of 5.72% per annum from 09.04.2014. 

2.5Whereas, during March 2021, the TANTRANSCO has filed a 

Petition before the Commission as directed by the Commission in its 

Order in DRP No.12/2019 dated 15-12-2020 with the following 

prayers: 

i) To allow recovery of the O&M expenses from the fossil fuel 

based Fossil fuel based generators for the Maintenance of 
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Bays and Associated Equipments at the Transmission 

Utilities (TANTRANSCO) Sub-Stations, for the benefit of 

the Fossil fuel based generators, @ 1.0% of the capital 

cost of the infrastructure maintained by it. 

ii) For the erection of bay in the sub-stations, the 

requirement of spaces (approx.) are as given below: 

  For 11 KV Bay   – 40 Sq.m (443.56 Sq.ft) 

  For 33 KV Bay   – 56 Sq.m (620.984 Sq.ft) 

  For 110 KV Bay – 100 Sq.m (1108.9 Sq.ft) 

  For 230 KV Bay – 225 Sq.m (2495.025 Sq.ft) 

2.6 Due to the allotment of spaces for the provision of Bay for the 

Fossil fuel based generators in the premises of SS of TANTRANSCO, 

there is a constraint in the available space for the TANTRANSCO’s 

future expansion.  Under the circumstances, TANTRANSCO has to 

invest more for its expansion work. 

2.7 Hence, in addition to the fixing of O&M charges for the bay 

maintenance, TANTRANSCO has also requested the Commission to fix 

necessary rental charges (charges per sq. ft) towards the spaces 

provided for the bays erected exclusively for the Fossil fuel based 

generators for the evacuation of their power generation too. 

2.8 TANTRANSCO also stated that it is also paying annual O & M 
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charges @ 1.5% of the capital cost, as mutually agreed, for the bays 

provided and maintained by PGCIL, the CTU for interfacing 230 

KV/400 KV/765 KV sub stations of TANTRANSCO at PGCIL Sub 

stations by mutual Agreement.  PGCIL, in vice versa, is also paying 

annual O&M charges for their bays provided and maintained by 

TANTRANSCO @ 1.5 % of the capital cost. 

2.9 TANTRANSCO is maintaining the entire Transmission System 

consisting of Sub Stations and Transmission lines constructed by it, as 

well as, those dedicated bays of various voltage levels. 

2.10 The O&M charges includes the Employees cost, Repairs and 

Maintenance charges and Administrative and General Expenses (A&G 

expenses).  

2.11 TANTRANSCO is incurring the said components of the O&M 

expenses for the entire transmission system and maintained as a 

whole system and further the said O & M charges are not being 

segregated, based on the bays/lines/SS. 

2.12 The operations and maintenance of transmission lines and 

substations are an integral part of such functions and therefore 

TANTRANSCO is entitled for collection of operation and maintenance 

(O & M) expenses from those using its transmission system and they 
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should be permitted to collect the same as earlier. 

2.13 The maintenance of terminal line bays at the TANTRANSCO sub-

stations has to be carried out by the TANTRANSCO alone and not by 

the Fossil fuel based generators concerned. Accordingly, the 

TANTRANSCO maintains the terminal line bays. 

2.14 TANTRANSCO is collecting O&M expenses at 1.0% of the capital 

cost with an annual escalation of 5.72 % as per the Commission’s 

notification No.TNERC/TR/5/2-11, dated 13.03.2014, which has come 

into force from the date of notification in the Tamil Nadu Gazette i.e. 

9th April 2014.  Further the Comprehensive Tariff Order for Bio mass 

based power Plants issued by the Commission, the O & M expenses 

has been considered as below:  

a. Tariff Order dt 28.03.2018 - at 5% with an annual escalation of 

5.72% p.a. from the second year onwards. 

b. Tariff Order dt 05.11.2020 - at 5% with an annual escalation of 

5.72% p.a. from the second year onwards. 

2.15 In order to collect the O&M Charges from the Fossil fuel based 

generators, it is sought to approve O&M expenses at 1.0 % of the 

Capital Cost incurred on Bays/Transmission lines as per the TNERC 

(Terms and Conditions for Determination of Tariff Regulations, 2005, 
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with annual escalation of 5.72% p.a. or as determined by the TNERC 

time to time. 

 

3.0 Facts of the Case: 

3.1 The Commission, in its Order dated 15.12.2020 in D.R.P. No.11 of 

2020 and D.R.P. No.12 of 2019 has also accepted that the collection of 

O & M expenses @ 1% for the maintenance is as per Regulation of the 

Commission. The relevant para in the aforesaid Order is extracted 

below: 

“9.15 …….O&M Charges collected from the generator as per the said regulation 

25(8) is deducted from the Annual Revenue Requirement (ARR) of the 

Transmission Licensee under the head “Less: OTHER INCOME” as shown in the 

Table in para 9.15 below, so that the Transmission Charges get reduced 

uniformly to all generators.  In other words, the Transmission Charges payable 

by each generator is calculated by dividing the Annual Revenue Requirement 

by the Transmission Capacity available.  The O&M Charges collected from the 

individual generators using transmission lines is subtracted from the ARR and 

Transmission Charges is so arrived.  Therefore, the Petitioner cannot contend 

that O&M Charges are levied twice. 

9.16.  The format prescribed in Tariff Order in T.P. No.2 of 2017 dated 11-08-

2017, for the calculation of ARR is provided as below:- 

“Table 4.14-1 Approved ARR for FY 2016-17 to FY 2018-19   (Rs. Crore) 
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Sr. 

No. 

Particulars Petition Approved by the 

Commission 

FY 

2016-

17 

FY 

2017-

18 

FY 

2018-

19 

FY 

2016-

17 

FY 

2017-

18 

FY 

2018-

19 

1. O&M Expenses       

1.1 Employee 

Expenses 

      

1.2 R&M Expenses       

1.3 A&G Expenses       

1.4 Less: O&M 

Expenses 

capitalised 

- - - - - - 

2. Depreciation       

3. Interest & 

Finance 

Charges 

      

4. Interest 

Expenses 

capitalised 

- - - - - - 

5. Interest on 

Working 

Capital 

      

6. Return on 

Equity 

      

7. Less : Other 

Income 

      

8. Aggregate 

Revenue 

Requirement 

      

 

9.17.   It may be stated that the collection of O&M Expenses for bay 

maintenance is a revenue (miscellaneous income) received by the 

TANTRANSCO and deducted from its Annual Revenue Requirement in Sl.No.7 

in the above Table, whereas the O&M Expenses claimed by TANTRANSCO and 

approved by the Commission in the Tariff Order is a component of Fixed 

Charges and it is related to the Employee Cost, Administration and General 

Expenses and Repairs and Maintenance Expenses. 
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9.18. Further, the Commission would also like to refer to regulation 59 of 

TNERC (Terms and Conditions for Determination of Tariff) Regulations, 2005, 

which provides as follows:  

“59. Transmission Tariff Charges 

The tariff for transmission of electricity by a transmission system shall 

comprise recovery of annual transmission charges consisting of the following 

computed as per the principles outlined in Chapter III of these Regulations. 

(i) Interest on Loan Capital; 

(ii) Depreciation  

(iii) Operation and Maintenance Expenses; 

(iv) Interest on Working Capital at normative availability; and: 

(v) Return on equity: 

The annual transmission charges computed as per this regulation shall be 

total aggregate revenue requirement of the STU / Transmission licensee. The 

following shall be deducted from the total revenue requirement. 

Transmission charges collected from the short term intra state open access 

consumers, captive power plant and generating stations using Non 

Conventional Energy Sources. 

Income from other business to the extent of portion to be passed on to the 

beneficiaries. 

Reactive Energy Charges and Transmission charges received from CTU for use 

of facilities of the licensee / STU. 
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Till such time a common transmission tariff is evolved to maintain consistency 

in transmission pricing framework in inter-state and in the state transmission 

system the monthly transmission charges payable by the Distribution 

licensees and other long term intra state open access consumers shall be 

based on the capacity allocated to each beneficiaries as detailed below: 

  {TC  -  (a + b + c)  x CL} 

                      12            SCL 

Where TC = Annual Transmission Charges 

       A = Total transmission charges by the short term open access                                     

consumers 

       b= Income from other business to the extent of portion to be passed on   

to the beneficiaries. 

       c= Reactive Energy Charges and Transmission charges received from                       

                     CTU for use of facilities of the licensee / STU 

           CL = Allotted capacity to the long term transmission customers 

          SCL = Sum of allotted Transmission capacity to all the long term open access  

customers of the intra-state transmission system. 

The transmission charges shall be determined after following the procedure 

outlined in chapter II.       

9.19.  Had there been no O&M Expenses collected from the bay users for bay 

maintenance, then the ARR for TANTRANSCO will be more and the Open 

Access Charges will be more.  The non-bay users like the Open Access 

consumers have to pay more. 
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9.20. In view of the above findings, the collection of O&M Expenses @  

1% for the bay maintenance is as per the Regulation of the Commission.  

TANTRANSCO is directed to file necessary petition separately for  

clarification of the Commissionregarding the levy of O&M charges for  

Bay maintenance and supervision charges etc. in order to avoid any  

ambiguity in future”. 

3.2 The area required for the provision of Bays at various voltage 

level in the TANTRANSCO’s SS are so arrived based on practice in 

vogue according to the field conditions. 

3.3 Based on the facts and circumstances mentioned above, 

TANTRANSCO prayed to approve the levy of O&M charges for the 

bays provided to the intra-state Fossil fuel based generators for 

interfacing their generating units with TANTRANSCO Grid @ 1% of the 

capital cost of the bay in the year of commissioning with an annual 

escalation of 4.00% per annum in the subsequent years upto 08-04-

2014 and with an annual escalation of 5.72 % per annum from 09-

04-2014 as in (Per) CH TANTRANSCO Proceedings No.305 (technical 

Branch) dated 23-12-2017 or as determined by the commission from 

time to time. 

3.4 The annual O&M charges are being collected for the 

maintenance of bays provided for connecting their generator units to 

the TANTRANSCO’s transmission system. 
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3.5 The annual O&M charges for the bays provided to the Fossil fuel 

based generators being collected from the date of commissioning of 

the respective generating units and as the O&M expenses is recurring 

in nature, the same is collected till the generating units are connected 

with the Grid. 

3.6 The O&M charges for the maintenance of the bay is the charges 

for rendering the service i.e. maintenance of the bay related to the 

Generator alone and hence the additional service rendered by the 

TANTRANSCO to the generators specially attracts additional charges 

for that exclusive service. 

3.7 If there had been no O&M expenses collected from the exclusive 

bay users for the exclusive service rendered by the TANTRANSCO, the 

Aggregate Revenue Requirement of TANTRANSCO will be more and 

hence, the Transmission Charges for all the open access consumers 

will be more.  Due to the increased Transmission charges, the non-

bay users have to pay more to that extent. 

 

4. Contention of the Petitioner TANTRANSCO:- 

4.1. The Commission, in their Order dated 15.12.2020 has directed 

to file a petition for clarification of the Commission regarding the levy 

of Operation & Maintenance Charges for the maintenance of Bay and 
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related equipments at the TANTRANSCO's Sub Stations while 

disposing the DRP No.12 of 2019 and 11 of 2020 filed by M/s.OPG 

Power Generation Pvt. Ltd. and Mis. OPG Renewable Energy Pvt. Ltd. 

wherein the petitioner has requested the Commission to declare that 

the respondents (TANTRANSCO, TANGEDCO) are not entitled to 

collect annual Operation & Maintenance Charges for the maintenance 

of Bay and associated equipments in the Respondents SS.  

 

4.2. The sub Regulation (8) of Regulation 25 of TNERC (Terms and 

Conditions for Determination of Tariff Regulations, 2005 is reproduced 

as below:  

“In respect of the Transmission System declared under 

commercial operation on or after notification of these 
regulations, the base operation and maintenance expenses shall  

be fixed at 1% of the capital cost (as admitted by the 
Commission), in the year of commissioning and shall be subject  

to an annual escalation of 4% per annum for the subsequent 
years”. 

 

4.3. Subsequently, the annual escalation of 4% has been amended to 

5.72% vide Commission's notification No. TNERC/TR/5/2-11, dated 

13.03.2014, which has come into force from the date of notification in 

the Tamil Nadu Gazette i.e. 9th April 2014. 
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4.4. Accordingly, the approval has been accorded vide (Per) CH 

TANTRANSCO Proceedings No.305 (Technical Branch) dated 

23.12.2017 to collect the annual operation and maintenance charges 

for the bays provided to the intra state private generators for 

interfacing their generating units with TANTRANSCO Grid at the rate 

of 1% of the capital cost of the bay in the year of commissioning with 

an escalation of 4% per annum in the subsequent years upto 

08.04.2014 and with an annual escalation of 5.72% per annum from 

09.04.2014.  

4.5.  TANTRANSCO is also paying annual O&M charges @1.5% of the 

capital cost, as mutually agreed, for the baysprovided and maintained 

by PGCIL, the CTU for interfacing 230 KV /400 KV/765 KV sub 

stations of TANTRANSCO at PGCIL Sub stations by mutual 

Agreement. PGCIL, in vice versa, is also paying annual O&M charges 

for their bays provided and maintained byTANTRANSCO.   

4.6.  The O&M charges are being collected for the maintenance of 

bays provided for connecting their generator units to the 

TANTRANSCO'S transmission system.  

4.7. The annual O&M charges for the bays provided to the private 

generators being collected from the date of commissioning of the 
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respective generating units and as the O&M expenses is recurring in 

nature, the same is collected till the generating units are connected 

with the Grid.  

4.8. The O&M charges for the maintenance of the bay is the charges 

for rendering the service i.e Maintenance of the bay related to the 

Generator alone and hence the additional service rendered by the 

TANTRANSCO to the generators specially attracts additional charges 

for that exclusive service.  

4.9. If there had been no O&M expenses collected from the exclusive 

bay users for the exclusive service rendered by the TANTRANSCO, the 

Aggregate Revenue Requirement of TANTRANSCO will be more and 

hence, the Transmission Charges for all the open access consumers 

will be more. Due to the increased Transmission charges, the non - 

bay users have to pay more to that extend.  

4.10. Under the reasons stated above, it is prayed that the 

Commission may accord approval to continue to collect the Operation 

and Maintenance charges for the bays provided to the intra-state 

private generators for interfacing their generating units with 

TANTRANSCO Grid at the rate of 1% of the capital cost of e bay in the 

year of commissioning with an escalation of 4% per annum in the 
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subsequent years upto 08-04-2014 and with an annual escalation of  

5.72% per annum from 09.04.2014 as in (Per) CH TANTRANSCO 

Proceedings No.305 (technical Branch) dated 23.12.2017.  

4.11. For the erection of bay in the substations, the requirement of 

spaces (approx.) are as given below:  

for 11 KV Bay -40 Sq.m (443.56 Sq.ft)  

for 33 KV Bay - 56 Sq.m (620.984Sq.ft)  

for 110 KV Bay - 100 Sq.m (1108.9Sq.ft)  

for 230 KV Bay - 225 Sq.m (2495.025Sq.ft)  

4.12. Due to the allotment of spaces for the provision of Bay for the 

private generators in the premises of SS of TANTRANSCO, there is a 

constraint in the available space for the TANTRANSCO's future 

expansion. Under the circumstances, TANTRANSCO has to invest 

more for its expansion work.  

4.13. The Commission may fix necessary rental charges (charges per 

sq. ft) towards the spaces provided for the bays erected exclusively 

for the private generators for the evacuation of their power 

generation too.  
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5. Impleading Petition by Tamil Nadu Power Producers 

Association: 

The impleader stated as under: 

5.1 The impleading association includes the power producers having 

power plants which are coal based, gas based, biomass based, fossil 

fuel based, waste based etc. 

5.2 The Commission vide its daily order dated 06-07-2021, permitted 

the impleading association to implead itself in the instant case, which 

has wide-reaching ramifications for both energy generators and 

consumers across the State of Tamil Nadu.   

5.3  During the hearing on 22-06-2021 before the Commission and in 

the Affidavit filed by the Petitioner, it was submitted that web-hosting 

was done on the website of TANTRANSCO on 05/06-04-2021 inviting 

comments upto 20-04-2021 regarding this issue. 

5.4 It was further submitted by the Counsel appearing for 

TANTRANSCO that no comments/objections were received from any 

stakeholders to the above webhosting and the same was recorded by 

the Commission vide its daily order dated 22-06-2021. 

5.5  Considering the impact if the levy of O&M Charges, it is difficult to 

comprehend as to how even a single generator  had not come forward 

to submit their comments. 
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5.6 The levy of O&M charges has wide reaching ramifications for 

generators such as the members of the Impleading Association and as 

such, it is imperative that the comments of the Association are heard 

by the Commission and further the draft be given wide publicity by 

hosting it on the Commission’s website since there have been 

surprisingly no responses to important proposals whenever the 

Licensees webhost.  There is also no system to verify such claims. 

5.7 The Impleading Respondent sets forth the following objections to 

the levy of the Operation & Maintenance Charges for the maintenance 

of Bays and Associated equipment at the TANTRANSCO’s substations 

and charges for the space allotted for the bay. 

5.8 The present claim is a truncated claim and the licensee should be 

directed to file more comprehensive petition with further details.  An 

O&M Petition for only the Bays is impermissible in the absence of a 

comprehensive petition for the transmission system. 

5.9 The KERC undertook the exercise by webhosting a discussion 

paper and passing orders after hearing all stakeholders. 

5.10 Thus, it would be appropriate that a discussion paper is 

circulated and all the information that is to be provided in a proper 

format with adequate proof has to be provided by the licensee. 
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5.11 The present filing is truncated and the basis for arriving at the 

rates claimed is not furnished and it is this wholly lacking in 

transparency. 

5.12  The inter-se agreement between PGCIL and TANTRANSCO is a 

matter between them and has no relevance to the levy of O&M 

charges or rental charges towards spaces provided by TANTRANSCO 

for the bays erected for Fossil fuel based generators. 

5.13  The respective bays are owned and maintained by PGCIL and 

TANTRANSCO and TANTRANSCO being the transmission licensee is 

duty bound to maintain and operate the transmission system. 

5.14  The bay and associated equipment are part of the transmission 

system and it is the main business of TANTRANSCO to build, operate 

and maintain the transmission system. 

5.15  The proposed method of levy of O&M charges i.e. at the said 

percentage of the capital cost, does not take into account the fact of 

the existence of different kinds of generators.  The said levy simply 

imposes a flat percentage without considering the variations in the 

capital cost in setting up the respective power plants.  

5.16  The levy of O&M charges must be varied according to the kind of 

generator and nature of the bay etc. 
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5.17 TANTRANSCO ought to be directed to share a map of the location 

of bays, in order to prevent the possibility of double levy which may 

lead to further disputes.  The details of actual expenditure incurred in 

respect of the bays are required to be done as a prudence check. 

5.18  In regard to the levy of rental charges towards spaces provided 

by TANTRANSCO for the bays erected for Fossil fuel based generators, 

the TANTRANSCO has submitted certain area measurements without 

basis. 

 

6. Additional Affidavit dated 27-07-2021 filed by 

TANTRANSCO:- 

 

6.1 TANTRANSCO has filed this Miscellaneous Petition before the 

Commission seeking their approval to continue to collect the Operation and 

Maintenance charges for the maintenance of bay in respect of private 

generators.  

 
6.2. The Commission vide their Daily Order dated 23.3.2021 has directed as 

below:  

"Petition admitted. Commission directed the petitioner to web-host the 
details of the petition and to seek the comments from the stake holders. 
The case is adjourned to 20.04.2021 for filing affidavit”. 
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6.3. As per the direction of the Commission, the Miscellaneous Petition has 

been web hosted in the web site of TANTRANSCO on 05/06.04.2021 for inviting 

the comments / suggestions of the stake holders up to 20.04.2021.  

 

6.4. The Commission during the hearing on 20.04.2021, based on the request 

of TANTRANSCO's Standing Counsel, adjourned the case to 11.05.2021 for 

filing the additional affidavit by TANTRANSCO, since the Petition was webhosted 

for the stakeholders comments upto 20.04.2021.  

 
6.5. Since the date has expired for offering remarks on the M.P. No 12 of 

2021, the same has been removed from the web site of TANTRANSCO on 

22.04.2021.  

 
6.6. TANTRANSCO has not received any comments / suggestions on the 

above Miscellaneous Petition till 20.04.2021, additional affidavit stating that no 

Comments / Suggestions has been received on the M.P. No. 12 of 2021 was 

filed before the Commission on 07.05.2021.  

 
6.7. The case was posted for hearing on 22.06.2021. The Commission vide its 

Daily Order dated 22.06.2021 has ordered as below:  

"Thiru.A.Anil Kumar; Advocate appeared for the petitioner and submitted 
that no response has been received from the stakeholders and informed 
that affidavit has already been filed in this regard. The case is adjourned 
to 06.07.2021 for further hearing":  
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6.8. In the meantime, the Tamil Nadu Power Producers Association has filed 

an LA no.1 of 2021 in M.P. No. 12 of 2021, wherein the following is stated:  

"no web hosting was done by TANTRANSCO on their web site inviting 
comments of generators/ stake holders in this regard. It is further 
submitted that considering the impact of the levy of O&M charges, it is 
difficult to comprehend as to how even a single generator had not come 
forward to submit their comments. It is submitted that the present petition 
has wide reaching ramifications for generators such as the members of 
the petitioner Association and as such it is imperative that the comments 
of the petitioner Association are heard by this Hon'ble Commission.  

 
"For the reasons stated hereinabove, it is humbly prayed that this Hon’ble 
Commission may be pleased to allow the Impleader herein to implead 
itself in M.P. NO. 12 of 2021, and thus render justice"  

 
6.9. M/s. Tamil Nadu Power Producers Association, as per the direction of the 

Commission, the Miscellaneous Petition No.12 of 2021 has been web hosted in 

the web site of TANTRANSCO's on 05/06.04.2021 for inviting the comments / 

suggestions of the stakeholders up to 20.04.2021.  

 
6.10. The document showing the evidence for having uploaded the M.P. No.12 

of 2021 on 05/06.04.2021 and removed the same from the web site of 

TANTRANSCO on 22.04.2021 has been taken from the web application server is 

enclosed with the affidavit. 

 
6.11. The photo copy of the TANTRANSCO website which was taken on 

12.04.2021 shows the web hosting made by TANTRANSCO inviting the 

comments / suggestions of the stake holders up to 20.04.2021.  
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6.12. The contention of I.A. filed by M/s. Tamil Nadu Power Producers 

Association, Chennai is not correct as the TANTRANSCO has web hosted the 

M.P. No.12 of 2021 as per the direction of the Commission and sufficient time 

has been given for submission of stake holders comments / suggestions.  

 
6.13. Based on the facts and circumstances mentioned above, the Commission 

may dismiss the above Intraculatory Application filed by M/s. Tamil Nadu Power 

Producers Association. 

 

7. Additional Affidavit dated 03-09-2021 filed on behalf of the 
Impleading Respondent:- 

 

7.1. The Impleading Association was registered under the Tamil Nadu 

Societies Registration Act, 1975 with New registration no. 312 of 2017 (Old no. 

130 of 2004) with the objective of promoting and protecting the interest of the 

power producers in the State of Tamil Nadu. The Association consists of 23 

members with an installed capacity of more than 2000 MW.  

 

7.2. The Impleading association includes the power producers having power 

plants which are coal based, gas based, Biomass based, Fossil fuel based, 

waste based, etc. The Impleading Association actively takes up issues and 

problems faced by its members to the Government and other authorities for 

redressal.  
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7.3. The Commission vide Daily Order dated 06.07.2021, permitted the 

Impleading association to implead itself in the instant case, which has wide-

reaching ramifications for both energy generators and consumers across the 

state of Tamil Nadu. The Impleading Respondent now seeks to set out its 

response to the Petition filed by the TANTRANSCO, as follows:  

 

7.4 The Commission had, vide Orders dated 15.12.2020 in D.R.P. No. 12 of 

2019 and D.R.P. No. 11 of 2020, wherein the Commission held that collection of 

O&M charges @ 1% for bay maintenance is as per the Regulation of the 

Commission and further directed the Petitioner/Respondent to file a clarification 

petition regarding the levy of O&M charges for Bay maintenance and supervision 

charges etc.  

 

7.5. In consequence of the same, TANTRANSCO has filed the instant petition  

praying that the Commission may 

a. approve to continue to collect the O&M charges for the maintenance of the 

bays provided to the intra-state private generators for interfacing their 

generating units with TANTRANSCO Grid at the rate of 1% of the capital 

cost of the bay in the year of commissioning with an escalation of 4% per 

annum in the subsequent years upto 08.04.2014 and with an annual 

escalation of 5.72% per annum from 09.04.2014 as in (Per) CH 
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TANTRANSCO Proceedings No.305 (Technical Branch) dated 

23.12.2017;  

b. to fix necessary rental charges (charges per sq. ft) towards the spaces 

provided for the bays erected exclusively for the private generators for 

evacuation of their power generation.  

 

7.6. While so, during the hearing on 22.06.2021 before the Commission and in 

the Affidavit filed by the Petitioner, it was submitted that web-hosting was done 

on the website of TANTRANSCO on 05/06.04.2021 inviting comments up to 

20.04.2021 regarding this issue. It was further submitted by the Counsel 

appearing for TANTRANSCO that no comments/objections were received from 

any stakeholders to the above webhosting and the same was recorded by the 

Commission vide its daily order dated 22.06.2021.  

 

7.7. Considering the impact of the levy of O&M charges, it is difficult to 

comprehend as to how even a single generator had not come forward to submit 

their comments. It is submitted that the levy of O&M charges has wide reaching 

ramifications for generators such as the members of the Impleading Association 

and as such, it is imperative that the comments of the Association are heard by 

the Commission and further the draft be given wide publicity by hosting it on 

theCommission's website since there have been surprisingly no responses to 
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important proposals whenever the Licensees web host. There is also no system 

to verify such claims.  

 

7.8. The Commission vide Order dated 15.12.2020 in DRP No. 11 & 12 of 

2020 had, inter alia, directed TANTRANSCO to file a petition for clarification 

regarding the 'levy of O&M charges for Bay maintenance and supervision 

charges etc. in order to avoid any ambiguity in future and held that the levy of                

O&M charges at 1% for bay maintenance is as per the Regulation of the 

Commission.  

 

7.9. The Commission referred to sub-regulation (8) of regulation 25 of TNERC 

(Terms and Conditions for Determination of Tariff) Regulations, 2005, which 

provides as follows:  

"8) In respect of the transmission system declared under commercial 
operation on or after notification of these regulations the base operation 
and maintenance expenses shall be fixed at 1% of the capital cost (as 
admitted by the Commission), in the year of commissioning and shall be 
subject to an annual escalation of 4% per annum for the subsequent 
years. "  

 

7.10. Subsequently, the annual escalation of 4% was amended to 5.72% vide 

Commission's notification No. TNERC/TR/5/2-11, dated 13.03.2014, which came 

into force from the date of notification in the Tamil Nadu Gazette, i.e., 

09.04.2014. 
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7.11. Accordingly, TANTRANSCO has filed the present petition praying for 

reliefs as reproduced hereinabove. However, the filing is required to be for the 

Transmission system and separately provide for the bay and transmission lines 

where applicable and file a comprehensive petition with data. However, in the 

present case, only a truncated petition is filed which is impermissible. This is also 

contrary to the regulatory practise in other States.  

 

7.12. Without prejudice to the above, the Impleading Respondent sets forth the  

following objections to the levy of the Operation & Maintenance Charges for the 

maintenance of Bays and Associated equipment at the TANTRANSCO's 

substations and charges for the space allotted for the Bay.  

(a) The present claim is a truncated claim and the licensee should be 

directed to file a more comprehensive petition with further details. 

An O&M Petition for only the Bays is impermissible in the absence 

of a comprehensive petition for the transmission system.  

(b)  As a matter of example the Hon'ble KERC in Karnataka undertook 

this hearing all stakeholders. In this regard the order, In the matter 

of collection of Operation and Maintenance (O&M) charges by the 

KPTCL from the Generators dated 14.12.2018 which would be 

relevant and the relevant portion is extracted  

........ This Commission floated a Discussion Paper on 07.08.2018, 

inviting the comments / views of the stakeholders, as follows:  
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(1) Whether IPPs are required to maintain the dedicated 

transmission line / bays, constructed subsequent to the Electricity 

Act, 2003?  

(2) Whether the KPTCL is required to maintain the dedicated 

transmission line / bays, constructed prior to the Electricity Act, 

2003?  

(3) Whether the KPTCL can furnish the actual expenses incurred / 

to be incurred, for maintaining the dedicated transmission line / 

bays, in its substations?  

(4) If not, what should be the methodology for estimating the 

expenses. Thereafter standard agreements have also been 

formulated by the KERC. Such a system ought to be appropriately 

followed by the Commission to avoid any disputes and 

disagreements between the stakeholders incurred / to be incurred 

for maintaining the said lines / bays?  

(d) So far as the maintenance of the dedicated transmission lines 

are concerned, this Commission held that, the KPTCL is not 

obliged to maintain same, constructed either subsequent to the 

promulgation of the Electricity Act, 2003 or prior to it.  

(e) As Regards the maintenance of the Transmission Line Bay 

located in the KPTCL Sub-Station, this Commission observed that, 

the premises of the KPTCL Sub-Station area is a protected area, 
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outsiders are prohibited from entering the said premises and 

therefore, no employee of the IPP is allowed inside the premises of 

the KPTCL substation, for safety and security reason. Further, it 

held that, though the terminal bay is the property of the generator, 

for the reasons stated as above, the KPTCL is obliged to maintain 

the line terminal bays.  

(f) The operative portion of the Order dated 14.12.2018, passed by 

this Commission in the matter of "Collection of Operation and 

Maintenance (O&M) the O&M Charges, by the KPTCL from the  

Generators", is as follows:  

"(a) KPTCL alone has to operate and maintain Line Terminal Bay of 

the dedicated transmission line of the generator, located in the 

KPTCL sub-station. The Operation & Maintenance charges payable  

by the generators for the line terminal bay shall be at 1.5% of the 

capital cost of the line terminal bay with an annual escalation of 

5.72% of the O&M Charges, for the base year, besides, generators 

meeting the cost of equipments or spares required for replacement 

of the failed or defective equipment: (b) KPTCL shall have the right 

to recover the O&M charges for the line terminal bay at the rate 

determined by the Commission in this Order, from 17.08 2012 i.e. 

the date of KPTCL's Circular claiming the O&M Charges for the line 

terminal bay. In case the arrears of the O&M charges towards line 
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terminal bay is not paid within the stipulated  time in the demand 

notices raised by the KPTCL, an application may be filed under 

section 142 of the Electricity Act 2003 against  the defaulting 

generator. (c) At the time of establishing line terminal bay, the 

parties shall enter into an agreement disclosing the capital cost of 

the line terminal bay and other relevant terms, regarding payment 

of O&M charges etc.  

(d) There is no obligation on the KPTCL for maintaining the 

dedicated transmission lines of the generator and it can undertake 

such maintenance only if there is a consensus between the parties 

on payment of O&M charges. In case the KPTCL has already 

carried out the maintenance of the dedicated transmission lines of 

the generator, and could not recover the maintenance charges, 

KPTCL has to take appropriate legal recourse to recover the same. 

It cannot adopt any coercive action not permitted under law, against 

the generator, for recovery of the arrears of such maintenance 

charges."  

 

c. Thus it would be appropriate that a discussion paper is circulated and 

all the information that is to be provided in a proper format with adequate 

proof has to be provided by the licensee.  
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d. The present filing is truncated and the basis for arriving at the 

ratesclaimed is not furnished and it is this wholly lacking in transparency.  

e. It is submitted that the inter se agreement between PGCIL and 

TANTRANSCO is a matter between them and has no relevance to the 

levy of O&M charges or the rental charges towards spaces provided by 

TANTRANSCO for the bays erected for private generators. The respective 

bays are owned and maintained by PGCIL and TANTRANSCO and 

TANTRANSCO being the transmission licensee is duty bound to maintain 

and operate the transmission system. The bay and associated equipment 

are part of the transmission system and it is the main business of 

TANTRANSCO to build, operate and maintain the transmission system.  

 

7.13. The proposed method of levy of O&M charges, i.e., at the said percentage 

of the capital cost, does not take into account the fact of the existence of different 

kinds of generators. The said levy simply imposes a flat percentage without 

considering the variations in the capital cost in setting up the respective power 

plants. It is submitted that the levy of O&M charges must be varied according to 

the kind of generator and nature of the bay etc. Furthermore, it is submitted that 

the TANTRANSCO ought to be directed to share a map of the location of bays, in 

order to prevent the possibility of double levy which may lead to further disputes. 

The details of actual expenditure incurred in respect of the bays is required to be 

done as a prudence check.  
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7.14. In regard to the levy of rental charges towards spaces provided by 

TANTRANSCO for the bays erected for private generators, the TANTRANSCO  

has submitted certain area measurements without basis.  

 

7.15. The Commission may consider the above and issue orders for hosting a 

comprehensive discussion paper and call for stakeholder comments and prior to 

the same ensurethat all data in a verifiable format be provided by the petitioner 

with clear indicationfor the basis on which the capital costs are worked out for the 

appropriate O&M to becharged.  

 

8. Additional Affidavit dated 08-11-2021 filed on behalf of the Tamil 
Nadu Transmission Corporation Limited, the Petitioner:- 

 
8.1. TANTARNSCO has filed a Miscellaneous Petition No. 12 of 2021 before 

the Commission seeking its approval to continue to collect the Operation and 

Maintenance charges for the maintenance of bay in respect of private 

generators.  

 
8.2. The Commission, vide its daily order dated 21.09.2021, has, directed as 

below:  

"ThiruV.Anil Kumar, Advocate appeared for the petitioner.' Thiru. 
RahulBalaji, Advocate appeared for Tamil Nadu Power Producers 
Association. (TNPPA) and submitted that Commission may seek 
comments on its own from the stake holders, TANTRANSCO to justify the 
charges by way of, an additional affidavit based on which consultative 
paper would be issued. The case is adjourned to 12.10.2021 for further 
hearing.” 
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8.3. The Sub-Regulation (8) of Regulation 25 of TNERC (Termsand Conditions 

for Determination of Tariff Regulations, 2005 is reproduced as below for the ease 

of convenience:  

''In respect of the Transmission System declared under commercial 
operation on or after notification of these regulations, the base operation 
and maintenance expenses shall be fixed at 1 % of the capital cost (as 
admitted by the Commission), in the year of commissioning and shall be 
subject to an annual escalation of 4% per annum for the subsequent 
years"  ..  

 
 
8.4. Subsequently, the annual escalation of 4% has been amended to 5.72% 

vide Commission's Notification No. TNERC/TR/5/2-11, dated 13.03.2014, which 

has come into force from the date of notification in the Tamil Nadu Gazette i.e. 

9th April 2014. 

 
8.5. Accordingly, the approval has been accorded vide (Per) CH TANTRNSCO 

Proceedings No.305 (Technical Branch) dated. 23.12.2017 to collect the annual 

operation and maintenance charges for the bays provided to the intra state 

private generators for interfacing their generating units with TANTRANSCO Grid 

at the rate of 1% of the capital cost of the bay in the year of commissioning with 

an escalation of 4% per annum in the subsequent years upto 08-04-2014 and 

with an annual escalation of 5.72% per annum from 09-04-2014.   
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8.6. TANTRANSCO is maintaining the entire Transmission System consisting 

of Sub Stations and Transmission lines constructed by it, as well as, those 

dedicated bays of various voltage levels.   

8.7. The O&M charges includes the Employees cost, Repairs and 

Maintenance charges and Administrative and General Expenses (A&G 

expenses). 

 
8.8. TANTRANSCO is incurring the said components of theO&M expenses for 

the entire transmission system and maintained as awhole system and, further the 

said O&M charges are not beingsegregated, based on the bays/lines/SS.  

 
8.9. The operations and maintenance of transmission lines and substations are 

an integral part of such functions and therefore TANTRANSCO is entitled for 

collection of operation andmaintenance (O&M) expenses from those using its 

transmission systemand they should be permitted to collect the same as earlier.  

 

8.10. The maintenance of terminal line bays at the TANTRANSCO sub-stations 

has to be carried out by the TANTRANSCO alone and not by the private 

generators concerned. Accordingly, the TANTRANSCO maintains the terminal 

line bays.  

 
8.11. TANTRAN5CO is collecting O&M expenses at 1.0% ofthe capital cost with 

an annual escalation of 5.72 % as per the Commission's Notification No. 

TNERC/TR/S/2-11, dated 13.03.2914,which has come into force from the date of 
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notification in the Tamil Nadu Gazette i.e. 9thApril 2014. Further the 

Comprehensive Tariff Order for Bio mass based power Plants issued by the 

Commission, the O&M expenses has been considered as below:  

a. Tariff Order dt 28.03.2018-at 5% with an annual escalation of 
5.72% p.a. from the second year onwards.  

 
b. Tariff Order dt 05.11.2020 - at 5% with an annual escalationof 

5.72% p.a. from the second year onwards. '  
 ,  .  
8.12. Hence, in order to collect the O&M Charges from the private generators, it 

is sought to approve O&M expenses at 1.0 % of the 'Capital Cost incurred on 

Bays/Transmission lines as per the TNERC (Terms andConditions for 

Determination of Tariff Regulations, 2005, with, annualescalation of 5.72% p.a. or 

as determined by the Commission time to time. 

 

8.13. The Commission, in its Order dated 15.12.2020 in D.R.P. No.11 of 2020 

and D.R.P.No.12 of 2019 has also accepted that the collection of O&Mexpenses 

@ 1% for the maintenance is as per Regulation of the Commission.   

 
 
8.14.  TANTRANSCO is also paying annual O&Mcharges @ 1.5% of the capital 

cost, as mutually agreed, for the bays provided and maintained by PGCIL, the 

CTU for interfacing 230 KV/400 KV /765 KV sub stations of TANTRANSCO at 

PGCIL Sub stations by mutual Agreement.PGCIL, in vice versa, is also paying 

annual O&M charges for their bays provided and maintained by TANTRANSCO 

@ 1.5 % of the capital cost.  
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8.15. The Karnataka Power TransmissionCorporation Ltd is also levying the                

O&M charges for the maintenance of Bays @ 1.5 % of Capital Cost with annual 

escalation of 5.72 % forthe base year.  

 
8.16. The area required for the provision of Bays atvarious voltage level in the 

TANTRANSCO's SS are so arrived based on practice in vogue according to the 

field conditions .  

 
8.17. Based on the facts and circumstances mentioned above, it is respectfully 

prayed that the Commission may approve the levy of O&M charges @ 1% of the 

capital cost with annual escalation of 5.72% or as determined by the Commission 

from time to time. 

 

9.  Consultative Paper: 

Based on requests received from stakeholders, a Consultative Paper 

Collection of O&M Charges from the private generators for the 

Maintenance of Bays and Associated Equipments at the Transmission 

Utilities Sub-Stations was hosted on 02-12-2021, inviting views/ 

suggestions/objections on or before 15-12-2021.   

10.  Stakeholders Comments received within the due date i.e. 

on or before 15-12-2021: 
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In response to the Concept Paper, the following comments were 

received: 

10.1 Indian Wind Power Association: 

10.1.1 As prayed by the TANTRANSCO, it is presumed that the O&M 

charges proposed in the consultative paper towards the maintenance 

of the dedicated transmission lines and terminal bays is only applicable 

for the fossil fuel based private generators. 

10.1.2 TANGEDCO has been collecting O&M charges from WEGs who 

are connected to the TANTRANSCO/TANGEDCO SS/Power 

Transformers since 2011.  In the first year, the O&M charges were 

determined at Rs.1.60 lakhs per MW and were escalated at 5% per 

annum. 

10.1.3  Presently, WEGs are paying Rs.2.73 lakhs per MW per annum. 

Both the levy of O&M charges and the amount per MW have not been 

approved by the Commission and IWPA would approach the 

Commission on the same separately. 

10.1.4  As WEGs are already paying the O&M charges and the prayer 

of TANTRANSCO is to determine the charges only for fossil fuel based 

generators and HT users. 
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10.1.5 The O&M charges now proposed to be determined by the 

Commission would not be applicable to WEGs as the same would 

amount to duplication of charges for WEGs. 

10.1.6 The prayer of the TANTRANSCO, as reported in para 2 that it is 

applicable to the fossil fuel based private generators, is in order. 

10.1.7  In case, if the proposed O&M charge is made applicable to 

WEGs, then O&M charges being paid as per the B.P. 13 dated 16-11-

2010 may be withdrawn. 

10.1.8 Without prejudice to the above, IWPA would like to submit as 

under: 

10.1.8.1 The proposed O&M charges at 1.00% of the capital cost of 

the infrastructure (including rental charges) with an escalation 5.72% 

every year is meant for fossil fuel generators. 

10.1.8.2 Section 86(1)(e) of the Electricity Act, 2003, specifically 

promotes “renewable sources of energy by providing suitable 

measures for connectivity with the grid”.   

10.1.8.3  Providing bay etc. is exactly meant for “providing 

connectivity to the grid”. 

10.1.8.4  Only on this provision of the Act, incentives have been given 

in transmission and wheeling charges etc. to the wind power by the 
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Commission in its wind tariff order.  On similar basis, only 50% of the 

proposed O&M charges may be made applicable to the WEGs. 

10.1.9  The consultative paper proposes separate O&M Charges for the 

bays of private generators.  The transmission charge determined by 

the Commission, based on the ARR submitted by the TANTRANSCO, 

includes all the bays of TANTRANSCO Sub-Stations except that of the 

private generator’s bays and allied equipment. 

10.1.10  As per the proposal, the private generators shall pay the 

transmission charges as determined above by the Commission plus the 

now proposed O&M charges for bays owned by the private generators. 

10.1.11  In as much as the private generators are paying O&M charges 

for their Bay separately, it is not necessary they should pay the O&M 

charges of the bays owned by the TANTRANSCO in the SS.  Therefore, 

appropriate reduction to the extent of O&M charges of the 

TANTRANSCO bays has to be applied on the transmission charges to 

be paid by the private generators. 

10.1.12  Alternatively, taking into account the above, the Commission 

may consider the determination of two transmission charges as below: 

10.1.12.1  For private generators taking into account their Bays and 

associated equipment without considering the charges for the bays of 

TANTRANSCO. 
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10.1.12.2 Re-worked regular transmission charges for the 

TANTRANSCO for common usage. 

10.1.13  Since the O&M charges is depending upon the capital cost of 

the Bay and associated equipment, the TANTRANSCO should not be 

allowed to fix the capital cost of the bays arbitrarily.   

10.1.14  The capital cost of bays of different voltages has to be 

approved by the Commission every year after prudent check and the 

O&M charges has to be calculated on that basis. 

10.1.15  The major issue is not fixing standard of performance (SOP) 

to the TANTRANSCO.  There are many cases wherein the failures of 

power transformers have not been attended by the TANTRANSCO for 

many days / months wasting the generation of WEGs.  The IWPA has 

already written to the Commission to issue a SOP Regulation for 

transmission licensee.  Till the issuance of such SOP Regulation, the 

private generators may be permitted to attend to the failures of the SS 

equipment on their own cost if the TANTRANSCO/TANGEDCO fails to 

attend the failures within two days.  The cost of repair shall be 

reimbursed by the TANTRANSCO / TANGEDCO within a month’s time 

of completing the repair. 
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10.1.16 In view of paucity of time, IWPA is making these brief 

submissions and requested the Commission to grant them 15 days 

more time to make their detailed submissions. 

10.2  WatsunInfrabuildPvt. Ltd.: 

10.2.1  The definition of private generators needs to be clarified. 

10.2.2  The proposed O&M charges is applicable for both conventional 

and non-conventional energy sources. 

10.2.3  But, the O&M charges for conventional and non-conventional 

energy sources are not similar, taking the plant’s CUF, bay 

maintenance and other technical specifications into consideration. 

10.2.4  Watsun propose the Commission to consider the O&M charges 

to be 0.20% of capital cost in case of wind and/or solar energy sources 

considering the plant’s Capacity Utilisation Factor. 

10.2.5  The O&M charges shall be implemented prospectively. 

 
10.3TANTRANSCO : 

 
10.3.1 TANTRANSCO has filed a M.P. for the approval to levy the O&M 

charges @ 1% of the capital cost in respect of Fossil Fuel based 

Generators only.  Whereas the Commission has proposed the same for 

all the private generators. 
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 Hence, the commission may be requested to consider the said 

consultative paper for the Fossil fuel based generators only. 

10.3.2  Further, TANTRANSCO has requested for the approval of rental 

charges for the space provided for the bays erected exclusively for the 

private generators. 

10.3.3 The Commission has proposed to authorize TANTRANSCO to 

collect O&M charges at 1.00% of the capital cost of the infrastructure 

(including the rental charges) with an escalation 5.72% every year, 

from the IPPs, HT and EHT consumers, towards maintenance of the 

dedicated transmission lines and terminal bays. 

10.3.4 In this connection, it is submitted that due to the allotment of 

spaces for the provision of Bay for the private generators in the 

premises of SS of TANTRANSCO, there is a constraint in the available 

space for the TANTRANSCO’s future expansion.  Under the 

circumstances, TANTRANSCO has to invest more for its expansion 

work. 

10.3.5 Hence, TANTRANSCO requests the commission to consider 

fixing necessary rental charges (charges per sq. ft) towards the spaces 

provided for the bays erected exclusively for the private generators. 
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10.3.6. As the above O&M charges do not cover major repairs, 

overhauls and replacement charges for the failed bay equipments 

TANTRANSCO prayed that the following may be considered: 

a. Irrespective of the O&M charges approved above, allow collection 

of the actual repairs cost, major maintenance cost, OEM charges 

as and when incurred for the repair / major maintenance works 

completed in the private generator bay utilizing TANTRANSCO 

personnel or the OEM personnel. 

b. Allow recovery of cost incurred in sourcing of local spares, 

consumables and original spares sourced from the OEM within or 

outside India. 

c. Allow levy of replacement cost of bay equipments on actual. 

d. Allow Levy of replacement cost on EHT line equipments viz. 

Transmission Towers, conductors and accessories that have failed 

due to natural calamities, for the EHT transmission line pertaining 

to the private generators which are being maintained by 

TANTRANSCO.   

11  Stakeholders Comments received after the due date i.e. 

on 03-01-2022: 

11.1. Tamil Nadu Power Producers Association: 
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11.1.1 The Association was registered under the Tamil Nadu Societies 

Registration Act, 1975 with New registration no. 312 of 2017 (Old no. 

130 of 2004) with the objective of promoting and protecting the 

interest of the power producers in the State of Tamil Nadu. The 

impleading association includes the power producers having power 

plants which are coal based, gas based, Biomass based, Fossil fuel 

based, waste based, etc. The Impleading Association actively takes up 

issues and problems faced by its members to the Government and 

other authorities for redressal. 

11.1.2 The levy of O & M charges has wide reaching ramifications for 

generators such as the members of the Impleading Association. 

11.1.3 The notified paper has not disclosed the methodology behind 

levy of O&M charges andsubsequently the basis for arriving at the 

rates claimed is not furnished in the draft paper. 

11.1.4 The Hon'ble KERC in Karnataka undertook this exercise by 

webhosting a discussion paper and passing orders after hearing all 

stakeholders. In this regard the order; In the matter of collection of 

Operation and Maintenance (O&M) charges by the KPTCL from the 

Generators dated 14.12.2018 which is attached would be relevant and 
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the relevant portion is extracted 

“….This Commission floated a Discussion Paper on 07.08.2018, 

inviting the comments / views of the stakeholders, as follows: 

(1) Whether IPPs are required to maintain the dedicated transmission 

line / bays, constructed subsequent to the Electricity Act, 2003? 

(2) Whether the KPTCL is required to maintain the dedicated 

transmission line / bays, constructed prior to the Electricity Act, 

2003? 

(3) Whether the KPTCL can furnish the actual expenses incurred / 

to be incurred, for maintaining the dedicated transmission line / 

bays, in its substations? 

(4) If not, what should be the methodology for estimating the 

expenses Thereafter standard agreements have also been 

formulated by the KERC. Such a system ought to be appropriately 

followed by this Hon 'ble Commission to avoid any disputes and 

disagreements between the stakeholders. incurred / to be incurred 

for maintaining the said lines / bays? 

(a) So far as the maintenance of the dedicated transmission lines 

are concerned, this Commission held that, the KPTCL is not obliged 

to maintain same, constructed either subsequent to the 

promulgation of the Electricity Act, 2003 or prior to it. 
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(b) As Regards the maintenance of the Transmission Line Bay located 

in the KPTCL Sub-Station, this Commission observed that, the 

premises of the KPTCL Sub-Station area is a protected area, 

outsiders are prohibited from entering the said premises and therefore, 

no employee of the IPP is allowed inside the premises of the KPTCL 

substation, for safety and security reason. Further, it held that, 

though the terminal bay is the property of the generator, for the 

reasons stated as above, the KPTCL is obliged to maintain the line 

terminal bays. 

(c) The operative portion of the Order dated 14.12.2018, passed 

 by this Commission in the matter of "Collection ofOperation and 

Maintenance (O&M) the O&M Charges, by the KPTCL from the 

Generators", is as follows: 

"(a) KPTCL alone has to operate and maintain Line Terminal 

Bay of the dedicated transmission line of the generator, 

located in the KPTCL sub-station. The Operation & 

Maintenance charges payable by the generators for the line 

terminal bay shall be at 1.5% of the capital cost of the line 

terminal bay with an annual escalation of 5.72% of the 0 & M 

Charges, for the base year, besides, generators meeting the 

cost of equipments or spares required for replacement of the 

failed or defective equipment.  

(b) KTCL shall have the right to recover the O&M charges for 
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the line terminal bay at the rate determined by the 

Commission in this Order, from 17.08 2012 i.e. the date of 

KPTCL's Circular claiming the O&M Charges for the line 

terminal bay. In case the arrears of the O&M Charges 

towards line terminal bay is not paid within the stipulated 

time in the demand notices raised by the KPTCL, an 

application may be filed under section 142 of the 

Electricity Act 2003 against the defaulting generator.  

(c) At the time of establishing line terminal bay, the parties 

shall enter into an agreement disclosing the capital cost of 

the line terminal bay and other relevant terms, regarding 

payment of 0&M charges etc.  

(d) There is no obligation on the KPTCL for maintaining the 

dedicated transmission lines of the generator and it can 

undertake such maintenance only if there is a consensus 

between the parties on payment of O&M charges. In case 

the KPTCL has already carried out the maintenance of the 

dedicated transmission lines of the generator, and could 

not recover the maintenance charges, KPTCL has to take 

appropriate legal recourse to recover the same. It cannot 

adopt any coercive action not permitted under law, 

against the generator, for recovery of the arrears of such 

maintenance charges." 
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Thus it would be appropriate that all the information that is to be 

provided should be in a proper format with adequate proof of 

breakup of expenses incurred by the licensee. 

11.1.5  The expected cost of maintenance incurred for reference 

of the Ld. TNERC to consider. The breakup of expenses are 

provided in the Table below, 

 

Sl. 

No. 

Work description Cost in Rs. 

1. Bay maintenance: 

 

1. Isolator alignment and operation checks 

2. Tightening of all clamps and connectors and  

    replace if required 

3. Replacing of damaged conductors 

4. Gleaning of all insulators, CT and PT  

5. Checking of LA and Its counter condition 

6. Checking of CT and PT Condition 

7. Checking of earth pit healthiness and reducing  

    of earth resistance if required 

8. Checking of take off line, raiser and dropper  

    conductor conditions 

 

2,50,000.00 

2. Testing 

1 All the enabled protection to be tested  

2. Two sets of hard copy report to he submitted 

within three days of testing completed 

  

 

60,180.00 

3. Total cost 3,10,180.00 

4. Total cost Including GST 3,66,012.40 

However, the licensee TANTRANSCO is levying O&M charges at an 

average of Rs.8 Lakhs per annum. Hence it is requested the TNERC 

to cross examine the cost provided by licensee with the actual 

expenses. 
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11.1.6. Further, TNPPA would like to present the oral directions of 

TNERC at different occasions of hearing in MP No.12 of 2021 at 

TNERC with respect to levy of O&M charges. 

11.1.6.1 At hearing, on 21.09.21, the TNERC has sought justification 

from TANTRANSCO for charging rate of 1% of the capital cost of 

installed bay for maintenance. Further directed TANTRANSCO that 

the justification of expenses should come as a detail discussion 

paper which will be formulated into a draft regulation. The similar 

directions were notified in daily orders, the extract of which is 

produced hereinbelow, 

"TANTRANSCO to justify the charges by way of an additional 

affidavit based on which consultative paper would be issued" 

11.1.6.2Upon directions of TNERC on 21.09.21, TANTRANSCO has 

filed add. Affidavit on 08.11.21 but without giving breakup of 

expenses incurred in bay maintenance. Further in para 10 of the 

additional affidavit, they are also admitting that there no specific 

accounting of expenses for bay maintenance and it is one of the 

component in calculating O&M expenses for entire transmission 

system. This clarifies that the actual expenses for bay maintenance 

is unclear, underestimated and devoid of merits. The TNERC has 
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overlooked the above facets of the petitioner TANTRANSCO and 

floated the draft regulations without sincerely considering their 

earlier directions upon justification of charging 1% of capital cost of 

bay towards maintenance. 

 

11.1.6.3  At hearing on 09.11.21, Aggrieved from the averments in 

the Add.  Affidavit of TANTRANSCO, the impleading petitioner 

TNPPA has specifically sought before commission to exercise its 

regulatory powers to determine actual O&M charges for bay 

maintenance because TANTRANSCO has merely included the 

applicable rates in add. affidavit without clear justification of 

expenses towards bay maintenance. The relevant extract of the 

daily orders are reproduced herein below, 

“Tamil Nadu Power Producers' Association (TNPPA) as Impleading 

Petitioner and sought exercise of regulatory power by the 

Commission in this matter. After hearing both sides, the Commission 

directed the Registry to float Consultative paper before 30.11.2021." 

 

11.1.7  Apart from the above facts, the impleading petitioner TNPPA 

has also bring attention upon recent demand letters of TANTRANSCO 

where the period of the levy is from 2007 which is barred by 

limitation and where commission has also directed TANTRANSCO to 
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furnish audit of expenses. The similar directions were orally 

provided by the Commission at hearing on 12.10.2021. However, 

despite the TNERC directions, the licensee has ignored the 

directions and no breakup of expenses are filed till date. But instead 

the TNERC has notified the draft papers without breakup of 

expenses and no clarity upon the proof of levy of 1% rate on the 

capital cost of bay and subsequent detail of period of levy of O&M 

charges for bay maintenance is also not captured in the notified 

draft consultative paper. 

11.1.8. Finally, the base rate of 1% of capital cost of bay is 

disproportionate and hence it should be rationalize taking into 

account actual expenses for bay maintenance. 

 

12  Stakeholders Additional Comments received after the due 

date i.e. on 10-01-2022: 

12.1. Tamil Nadu Power Producers Association: 

12.1.1. TNPPA being a Stakeholder on account of being a Captive 

Generating Company/ 

Associationsubmitsitscommentstothedraftconsultativepaper,forthecon

sideration of the TNERC. 
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12.1.2. 

Furtherwehavealreadysubmittedonesetofcommentsthroughmailandspe

edpost 

dated03.01.22.However,insupportofourcommentssubmittedearlier,we

wouldlike to submit herein additional annexures that includes, WORK 

ORDER of different Vendors regarding annual maintenance of 

transmission bays (located within plant premises) and owned by a 

Captive Generator, Gita Power Pvt. Ltd. in Tamil Nadu. The generator 

is connected to 230KV/400KV- ALAMATHY SUBSTATION, owned by 

the licensee TANTRANSCO and is supplying power to its captive 

consumers via transmission lines owned by licensee. The same work 

order could be referred by the TNERC to fix the levy of O&M charges 

by the licensee to recover Annual Bay MaintenanceCost. 

    

13. Findings of the Commission:- 

13.1. We heard the petitioner and the Impleaders.  It is found that though the 

validity of levy of O&M charges in cases where the lines are maintained by the 

Licensee on behalf of the generators has been settled in D.R.P. No. 12 of 2019 

and D.R.P. No.11 of 2020, some of the objectors have sought to makecontention 

on the validity of the same all over again.   
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13.2. We find it is not necessary to consider the objections of the impleaders on 

the very levy of the O&M charges.  It is further to be noted that this is the case 

where the bay is maintained by the transmission licensee and hence it goes 

without saying that any objection to the O&M charges for the Bay maintained on 

behalf of the generators does not call for interference and issue herein will have 

to necessarily be confined to the methodology for the levy of O&M charges and 

accordingly we proceed to discuss the objections of the some of the objectors 

and the proposal of TANTRANSCO in the said direction. A reading of the 

proposal of TANTRANSCO and the objections of the objectors necessitates the 

consideration of the following issues and disposal of the Commission:- 

13.3. The first question which arises for consideration is whether any 

agreement between the generator and TANTRANSCO is a pre-condition for 

levy of O&M charges? 

 Here again it is to be noted that the charges for transmission are fixed as 

per the regulation of the Commission and as a natural corollary  the O&M 

charges too can be fixed as per regulation and the absence of any individual 

agreement between a generator and the licensee cannot stand in the way of levy 

of such charges.  In this connection, the history relating to the levy of O&M 

charges is required to be set out for better appreciation of the issue on hand 

before proceeding to decide the issue.   
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The O&M charges are being collected for the maintenance of bays 

provided for connecting their generator units to the TANTRANSCO'S 

transmission system. The annual O&M charges for the bays provided to the 

private generators being collected from the date of commissioning of the 

respective generating units and as the O&M expenses is recurring in nature, the 

same is collected.   

TANTRANSCO is also paying annual O&M charges @ 1.5% of the capital 

cost, as mutually agreed, for the bays provided and maintained by PGCIL, the 

CTU for interfacing 230 KV /400 KV /765 KV sub stations of TANTRANSCO at 

PGCIL Sub-stations by mutual Agreement. PGCIL, in vice versa, is also paying 

annual O&M charges for their bays provided and maintained by TANTRANSCO. 

Approval has been accorded vide (Per) CH TANTRANSCO Proceedings 

No.305 (technical Branch) dated 23.12.2017 to collect the annual operation and 

maintenance charges for the bays provided to the intra state private generators 

for interfacing their generating units with TANTRANSCO Grid at the rate of 1% of 

the capital cost of the bay in the year of commissioning with an escalation of 4% 

per annum in the subsequent years upto 08.04.2014 and with an annual 

escalation of 5.72% per annum from 09.04.2014.  

The sub Regulation (8) of Regulation 25 of TNERC (Terms and Conditions 

for Determination of Tariff Regulations, 2005 is reproduced as below:  

“In respect of the Transmission System declared under commercial 
operation on or after notification of these regulations, the base operation 
and maintenance expenses shall be fixed at 1% of the capital cost (as 
admitted by the Commission), in the year of commissioning and shall be 
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subject to an annual escalation of 4% per annum for the subsequent 
years”.  

 

Subsequently, the annual escalation of 4% has been amended to 5.72% 

vide Commission's Notification No. TNERC/TR/5/2-11, dated 13.03.2014, which 

has come into force from the date of notification in the Tamil Nadu Gazette i.e. 

9th April 2014. 

It may be seen from the above that the O&M charges are being levied for 

a long period of time even prior to the issue of regulations of the Commission and 

the regulations have only sanctified the TANTRANSCO proceedings No.305 

Technical Branch dated which has been in force and hence to dispute the validity 

of the charges solely with reference to the absence of the agreement between 

the parties is not tenable.  A longstanding practice deriving force from the 

proceedings of TANTRANSCO and the regulations of the Commission cannot be 

called in question merely with reference to the absence of agreement.     

13.4. The second question arises for consideration is whether there is any 

obligation on the part of the Transmission Licensee to maintain the lines in 

the light of the stand taken by the objector that no employee of the 

generator is allowed inside the substation of TANTRANSCO and being the 

property of the Transmission Licensee the obligation to maintain the Bay 

rests with TANTRANSCO? 

 The above argument is to be rejected outright for the reason that there is 

no obligation under the Electricity Act, 2003 on the part of the Licensee to 
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maintain or construct the lines of a generator and hence irrespective of the fact 

whether the substation of TANTRANSCO which houses the Bay of the generator 

is in control of TANTRANSCO or not and irrespective of the fact whether 

permission is granted or not to the employees of the generator the fact remains 

that the Transmission Licensee is discharging a function which is over and above 

the functions mandated to it under the Act and hence this argument is devoid of 

merits.   

The Commission, in its Order dated 15.12.2020 in D.R.P. No.11 of 2020 

and D.R.P.No.12 of 2019 has also observed that the collection of O&M expenses 

@ 1% for the maintenance is as per Regulation of the Commission.   

 TANTRANSCO is also paying annual O&M charges @ 1.5% of the capital 

cost, as mutually agreed, for the bays provided and maintained by PGCIL, the 

CTU for interfacing 230 KV/400 KV /765 KV sub stations of TANTRANSCO at 

PGCIL Sub stations by mutual Agreement.: PGCIL, in vice versa, is also paying 

annual O&M charges for their bays provided and maintained by TANTRANSCO 

@ 1.5 % of the capital cost.  

The Karnataka Power Transmission Corporation Ltd is also levying the                

O&M charges for the maintenance of Bays @ 1.5 % of Capital Cost with annual 

escalation of 5.72 % for the base year.  

In view of the above, we have no hesitation holding that the mere denial of 

permission to the generators inside the substation of TANTRANSCO would not 
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deprive the Licensee of its right to collect the O&M charges for the services 

rendered by it.   

 In view of the foregoing findings, it is reiterated that TANTRANSCO’s 

proposal for levy of O&M charges for maintenance of bay inside the substation or 

anywhere else done on behalf of the fossil fuel generators is perfectly in 

consonance with the provisions of the TNERC (Terms and Conditions for 

Determination of Tariff) Regulations and TANTRANSCO is entitled to collect 

such O&M charges across the board from all such generators at the rate of 1% of 

the capital cost of the Bay within the SS of TANTRANSCO. However, the 

TANTRANSCO is directed to maintain the Bay on behalf of the generators in a 

fair and transparent manner i.e. the repair works, maintenance works etc. carried 

out by TANTRANSCO may be intimated to the generator properly in time. 

However, the claim of rent by the TANTRANSCO is not considered by the 

Commission as it is not stipulated in the TNERC’s Tariff Regulation.   

 Ordered accordingly. 

                           (Sd........)             (Sd......) 
(R. Jarard Kishore)                            (K.Venkatasamy)     
Member (Legal)                   Chairman 
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